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About This Game

A mysterious girl in the raincoat comes to the city submerged by rain.
Subside the rain and save the city by illuminating the lamp and stone posts with her little light on hand.

You’ll be the mysterious girl in the game.
Reveal who she really is as the rain in the city subsides gradually.
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Key features:

· Unique mechanic: Provides a brand new experience unlike any other.
· Evolving puzzles: The more puzzles you solve, the more different light abilities you receive to face the challenged ahead.

Lots of content:

· 9 chapters that includes more than 60 different levels, and more than 20 unique mechanics.
· Amazing hand-drawn 2D graphics: All levels are connected and gradually paint a complete picture of the city.

· Hidden collectibles: Collect all "Wicks" to reveal the city's hidden secret.
· Immersive score: Mesmerizing music that completely engulfs the player in its beautiful atmosphere.

Challenge for pro gamer on riddles:

· Collecting every wick on game scene
· Complete levels in the least steps

· Waking up every single robot in the city.
· Complete three of the above and you will gain a S stage glory to the chapter!
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Title: Flood of Light
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Irisloft
Publisher:
Irisloft
Release Date: 15 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 32bit

Processor: 2.3 GHz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 4000

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Mouse is required

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Full pixels!!!. Being a man of more than a few years I remember and loved the old Sentinel. Although feeling a bit striped down
and a slight change to the rules, it has not lost the tension and occasional frantic activity. This is one of those rare, simple but
great games. Recommended to all those puzzle lovers who enjoy a bit of tension.. I got this DLC in the complete pack. All off
them suffer from the same flaws so this review is copied to all of them.

Now. The skins and weapons are totally fine. The problem here is the extreme pricing and the fact that this game has a modding
community with better, free, stuff. They even admit that a lot of this is made by said community. I as a console peasant and a
sucker did not get this simple fact and pronounced \u201cYes! I do want to pay more!\u201d.

Don\u2019t be like me. Don\u2019t suck, blow\u2026 wait, what?. A bit too empty, a bit too repetitive, some upgrades are in
fact downgrades.. Sorry but no, just no. I am very forgiving when it comes to early access titles. But when you put something
out to buy, even if it is early access, when money is involved, there should be a functioning game. The loading time alone took
forever and then I could only play at one resolution. The gameplay itself is basically nothing good. In a world overpopulated
with survival games, yours better bring something unique and different to the table, and this does neither.

Gameplay:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nAFU388vdSg

Update:
After several downloads I figured I would be fair and give this game another try. And... I am sorry I did. Still a huge thumbs
down.

Updated Gameplay:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hr221656dcg. Not a good game. Sound track is annoying, reciepes make no sense making
the discovery element arbitrary, interface is tedious. Play time is inflated because I afked to get cards (Because I'm a huge
nerd).. quite atmospheric and addictive, but not for the price. Easy 100% \/ 1Min. Start and quit the game.
+90min to get Cards.
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This game is an incredible and fluent combat game with...........

Oh who am I kidding?

DOA MODE ACTIVATED!. i like lasercat because there are some groovy songs while exploring the map

10 of 10 for best audio
8 of 10 for best detail. It's a pretty good game if you like VERY WIDE OPEN games. Awesome game, I enjoy the gameplay a
lot.. This game is a lot of fun if you have a group of four folks who love pen and paper style RPGs. Unlike many RPGs, the text
is actually quite well written and not tedious, so you don't end up clicking through it just to get to the "action."
The pacing is slow, and it feels more akin to you and your friends participating in a Roll20.net game than it does playing a video
game. On the downside, the music is good but very repetitive. I ended up listening to podcasts.

I can see lots of potential if they open the game up for player designed scenarios in the workshop.. Regret buying this game,
played like 5 minutes and i want to quit.

Nothing tactical about it, buy a few units and start taking over planets with no tactical advantage. No building or tech structures,
no real organisation. Just a click and watch game.
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